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Project Description
The 2021-2022 Signature Performance Design Studio team developed a live audio call-flagging
system that enables faster responses and new response pathways to veteran crises by call
service representatives and their management team. Using a custom made deep learning
model, live audio streaming server, and Teams broadcasting add-on, the system empowers
Signature Performance call service representatives to make quicker and more well informed
decisions to provide veteran’s the best care possible.

Stakeholders
As this project was designed to be a prototype for an at scale call flagging system, the Design
Studio team partnered closely with Signature Performance’s Innovation team. Accordingly, the
executive sponsor of the project was Chief Innovation Officer, Craig Mason. The main point of
contact – without whom this project would have never gotten off the ground - was Director of
Solution Strategy and Innovation, Mason Younger. The team also worked closely with members
of the Operations and IT team, all of whom made this project possible. From backlog
refinement sessions to staying after business hours for code handoff, the Design Studio team is
immensely grateful for the trust and investment of our Signature partners.

Problem
Signature Performance services over 250,000 calls a month, and every month a portion of these
calls are with veterans undergoing crisis scenarios involving suicidal or homicidal ideation.
Signature’s commitment to providing the best possible service to our nation’s veterans extends
to excelling and ensuring their safety especially in these trying moments. In order to
accomplish, Signature Performance gave the Raikes School Design Studio team the mandate to
develop a real time call-flagging system that can notify call service representatives of crisis
scenarios as soon as they occur. Furthermore, the Raikes team identified with the help of
Signature stakeholders the necessity for an escalation service that allows representatives to
notify managers of a crisis at the press of a button.

Project Vision & Project Pillars
The vision outlined by the team was as follows:
Provide veterans the best possible call-center experience
This vision inspired five “pillars” of focus for the project:
•
•
•
•
•

Gather high-fidelity, real-time audio data from the Five9 softphone service
Build a pre-model pipeline that will translate real-time audio data into usable data for
the model
Develop a model or models that can extract information about suicidal ideation from
given data
Build a post-model pipeline that will surface model output to call service representatives
Streamline how call service representatives escalate crisis scenarios to management.
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Opportunities
Our solution provides Signature Performance value in four ways:
1. We add a machine learning model as a second line of defense to detecting veterans who
are in crisis, increasing the likelihood that they receive care from crisis responders and
lowering the amount of time it takes for them to first receive this care.
2. We streamline the process of alerting a manager group to a crisis by use of a Microsoft
Teams bot that allows a call service representative to alert a manager group with the
details of their situation at the press of a single button. This reduces the amount of
multitasking representatives have to perform and allows them to focus on the person
that matters the most in that moment – the veteran.
3. We broke down barriers to the use of Five9’s VoiceStream service, which allows for live
audio streaming by Signature Performance. Throughout the project, we forged a path to
overcome issues related to onboarding with VoiceStream and created a simple, reliable,
and repeatable method to stream data in real time. Furthermore, we have established
good working relationships with subject matter experts across the Five9 ecosystem. This
greatly reduces future troubleshooting for Signature Performance’s developers.
4. We created a novel dataset for suicidal ideation classification in the process of creating
our machine learning model. This text dataset, constructed from Reddit (an online
forum) posts and Amazon’s CommonSense Conversations database, is fully labeled,
shown to provide excellent variation, and fine-tuned to weed out bias. Since this dataset
was created from publicly available data, there are no restrictions on who can see it or
use it. This dataset will be invaluable to Signature Performance in future machine
learning and predictive analytics applications because of its high quality and unrestricted
nature.

Solution
Using a custom made deep learning model, live audio streaming server, and Teams
broadcasting add-on, the Signature Performance Call Flagging System empowers call service
representatives to make quicker and more well informed decisions to provide veteran’s the
best care possible.

Live Audio Streaming
The team developed a live audio streaming service consisting of two components:
1) An add-on subscription service to the Five9 platform known as VoiceStream
2) A server that converts audio into text in real time
VoiceStream Add-On
The team utilized a pre-beta product called VoiceStream offered by Five9, which allows clients
to stream conversations between agents and veterans in real-time. In onboarding this product
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onto the project, the team was able to establish a robust relationship with the VoiceStream
product team as technical partners.
As this product is in the early stages of its development, the Design Studio team was able to
iron out issues and fill in knowledge gaps that will fast-track any future development using the
VoiceStream service.
gRPC Server and Azure Speech-to-Text
All VoiceStream data was routed to a server created by the team using the gRPC protocol.
Veteran speech was then compiled and sent to Azure Speech-to-Text, where it was transcribed
into text. The team took special care to configure the server to allow for speech to be
transcribed as efficiently as possible. This took into consideration two factors: responsiveness
of the system to new incoming data and batching of speech so as not to flood Azure with
disparate requests.

Automated Suicidal Ideation Detection
The team developed an automated suicidal ideation detection system consisting of two
components:
1) A modified KMP pattern matching engine
2) A high accuracy machine learning model trained on a novel data set
KMP Pattern Matching Engine
The team developed a pattern matching engine that builds upon the Knuth-Morris-Pratt
algorithm. This modified pattern matching engine can handle text data in real time supplied to
it via REST requests. This model is useful in situations where keywords and phrases are to be
detected verbatim. However, it falls short when trigger phrases are used in harmless contexts
or if suicidal ideation manifests in a phrase that the engine does not know.
Ideally, this engine would be used for profanity detection or another use case where trigger
words and phrases are not context dependent. At this task, the model works extremely fast
with very low overhead.
Machine Learning Model and Novel Data Set
In order to enable a machine learning model to identify instances of suicidal ideation from text
data, the team needed to train it on some data set that had individually labeled data points
identifying certain pieces of text as being ‘suicidal’ or ‘neutral’ in thought. However, due to
HIPAA regulations, the Signature team was unable to provide the Design Studio team with any
recordings of veterans. To overcome this, the Design Studio team scraped text data from forum
users on Reddit and combined it with conversational text from Amazon’s CommonSense
Conversations database. This required the cleaning of over 5000 datapoints, resulting in a final
set of over 12,000 novel samples, which is an invaluable source of insight and information into
suicidal ideation.
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The Design Studio team then configured a multi-layered machine learning model, which was
able to attain a high degree of accuracy and recall on given test data. This model is capable of
understanding context in speech converted to text unlike the pattern matching engine. A
sample of model output corresponding to various input phrases can be seen below in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – Machine Learning model phrases and output.
The model is even capable of recognizing the difference between general negative sentiment
and focused intent to self-harm. The end result is a model that can confidently act as an evervigilant second set of eyes for Signature’s call service representatives, ensuring that every
veteran receives the best possible care. This is one of the most useful assets that the project
has produced for Signature Performance, and we the Design Studio team are proud of the
impact it will make.

Teams Messaging
The team developed a crisis escalation system based on the Teams messaging platform, which
consists of two components:
1) A crisis response bot that messages call service representatives whenever instances of
suicidal ideation are detected
2) An always ready crisis button seamlessly integrated into the Teams interface that call
service representatives can press to instantly alert management of crisis situations
Crisis Response Bot
The first step the call-flagging system takes after it identifies an instance of suicidal ideation, is
that it sends a proactive Teams message via a Teams bot to the call service representative
speaking on the crisis call. The system compiles this message using call information gathered
during live audio streaming, which includes information ranging from the call ID to the phrase
that triggered the model.
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Every message, or card, sent to a call service representative has two buttons allowing the call
service representative to either escalate the crisis to a manager or to label the event a false
alarm. This interface can be seen in detail in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Crisis message sent by Crisis Response bot to call service representative.
Electing to ‘Confirm Crisis’ will broadcast call information to a manager group that is preconfigured by the call service representative. This process eliminates the hassle and inefficiency
involved with manually messaging a manager while juggling a call with a veteran, allowing
representatives to focus fully on caring for veterans in need.
Managers, on the other hand, will see the screen captured in Figure 3 whenever a call service
representative presses the ‘Confirm Crisis’ button.
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Figure 3 – Manager group crisis notification
Each notification to a manager group contains critical call information that allows a manager to
quickly assess crisis scenarios. Managers can even use the Teams reply functionality to notify
other managers in a group when they are able to respond to a call.
Crisis Alarm Button
The crisis alarm button developed by the Design Studio team and embedded within each call
service representative’s chat with our custom Crisis Bot, allows for the manual triggering of the
crisis pipeline. The crisis pipeline, outlined in Figure 4, illustrates how the crisis alarm button
will trigger the same notification that the crisis message does but without the urging of our
machine learning model.

Figure 4 – The crisis pipeline
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This ensures that if any crisis behaviors go undetected by the model that call service
representatives can still take advantage of the rapid response benefits built into Teams by the
Design Studio team.
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Project Retrospective
This document will act as both a class retrospective and review of the Signature Performance
Design Studio team. The retrospective will be broken down into 3 parts: what Design Studio
should keep doing, what it should stop doing, and what it should start doing. For the project
review, we will discuss the overall success of the project, our project sponsors, the project idea,
and advice for future Design Studio teams.
There are several things that Design Studio should continue to do in future years. One thing we
think is crucial is the continuation of team coaches. Coaches allow for an outside view of the
project process and also a source of industry knowledge and experience. Although sometimes the
coaches may not be the perfect fit for their team, they will always have things to add. Another
thing Design Studio should continue to do is require regular meetings with sponsors. This is
crucial to the overall success of any project. Our sponsors were extremely helpful for our team
and helped us get past several large roadblocks. These meetings also hold DS teams accountable
and ensure both parties are on the same page with project status. Teams of 5 or 6 are another
thing that Design Studio should keep. This number makes the team easy to manage, allows for
strong trust to be built among team members, and keeps everybody on the team busy. Smaller
team sizes would hurt the amount of work that could get done. Bigger teams would be harder to
coordinate and would make it easier for certain members to slack off. Another thing that Design
Studio should continue is canceling class. During the second semester, not having class was nice
to give teams more time to work on their projects. Finally, Design Studio should continue to
allow for student led startups. The Raikes School always brags about what a great environment it
creates to allow for startups, so it is important to back up these claims in Design Studio. Design
Studio offers startups a great opportunity to build and refine their product in a lower risk
environment than the ‘real world’. It is great to hear that there will be more startup teams next
year. While there are several good aspects of Design Studio, there are some things that should
not continue.
There are several things that Design Studio should discontinue in future years. These include
stopping of the forced weekly Tribe Lead meetings, the removal of unnecessary assignments,
and the discontinuation of end of semester presentations. The 12 hours of required team time per
week already puts a great strain on students when combined with their other course work and
extracurricular activities. Additional requirements that don’t help the final outcome of the Design
Studio project should be eliminated. For example, weekly Tribe Lead meetings could be
eliminated. Every team is already required to do weekly status reports that describe the
roadblocks and wins of the team that week. Scheduling a half an hour meeting weekly to relay
this information again in person does not help the team. Although I can’t speak for all tribe leads,
I think it may often be a waste of time for them also. There was rarely a time when meaningful
advice was given during a TL meeting. Another thing that Design Studio should stop is assigning
unnecessary assignments. Second semester was a lot better at doing this than the first semester. I
know that you want a way to ensure that students are learning the course material. However, the
best way to see if students are learning is to see how well they apply the topics to their teams.
Another thing that Design Studio should stop doing is attempting to gamify class topics. I know
the faculty tried hard to make the classes in the first semester engaging, but it wasn’t effective. It
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took too long to explain some of the games, and some of the games didn’t fit well with the
content that was being taught. Students would much prefer to have only the content of the
lectures. Trying to play a game over the content doesn’t help things, and it also causes class to be
longer. Students would rather have shorter classes than classes with games. Finally, Design
Studio should stop forcing teams to do the Special Topics presentations every semester. Teams
do not want to take time making presentations, and they also don’t want to listen to other teams’
presentations. They want to be working on their own project. Because of this, the amount of
effort teams spend on these presentations are minimal. It is just another thing they need to
complete to check another box. Also, these presentations are assigned at poor times in the
semester. Students are especially busy towards the end of the semester, not only with Design
Studio, but with other classwork. Basically, these special topic presentations are a burden that
very few people enjoy. There are some things that Design Studio should start doing in the fall
next year.
To be a better experience, Design Studio should start doing the following: start notifying
deadlines earlier and start taking on more business-related teams. This year, I think teams were
caught off guard by some project deadlines. While they may have been in the syllabus, students
rarely look at the syllabus throughout the semester. It is often something people only do during
the beginning of the semester. It is tough for teams to be hit with assignment deadlines the week
assignments are due. To address this, it would be nice for Design Studio to start posting
deadlines on canvas at least 2 weeks prior to an assignment being due. This would help teams
have enough time to delegate tasks and schedule time to work on those assignments. Another
thing that Design Studio should start doing is taking on more business projects. Nearly all Design
Studio projects are heavily focussed on computer science. However, there are a significant
number of students who don’t major in computer science who are forced to work on computer
science related material. I know of several students who’ve dropped out of the Raikes School
after their sophomore year because they don’t want to work on a Design Studio project relating
to computer science. This is a problem. Taking on more business related projects could solve this
problem. It is more important than ever now that the Raikes School is encouraging the
acceptance of more diverse majors unrelated to computer science. While the program lead’s job
is more business focussed, that is only available for senior students. Several business majors
have told me they would appreciate more business projects. Overall, Design Studio is a great
opportunity to learn, but it could be better by starting to notify of project deadlines earlier and
also by taking on more business projects. A topic that a lot of people have mentioned is associate
integration. A potential solution to this is having semi-casual networking sessions during class
time maybe once every other week or once a week where teams gather in the Great Hall and talk
to and meet members of other teams, learn what’s going on in their projects, and offer potential
solutions to problems that people may be facing. We are surrounded by very intelligent students
that may have quick advice for roadblocks that other teams may be going through, and it it would
be a great opportunity for both associates and Raikes School students to bond with each other.
We believe it would also solve the issue of students not knowing much of what is going on with
other Design Studio teams.
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Project Review
Our project was very successful this year in many regards. We were successful in that we
accomplished everything we scoped out at the beginning of the year as well as some stretch
goals. We were successful in that our sponsor showed exceptional gratitude, pride, and joy at
what we had completed at the end of the year. We were successful in that everyone on the team
learned and grew both socially and technically. While benchmarks for success may vary, I think
that anyone involved on this project would agree that we were successful.
Signature Performance is a great fit for Design Studio. While they aren’t the first company that
would come to mind for tech, Signature Performance went above and beyond in terms of support
at all hours of the day. Whenever we were blocked, Signature would work on the problems right
alongside us and get us in contact with audio engineers, software engineers, devops, or
whomever was needed to maintain our velocity. Signature was grateful and supportive of
everything we did for them and never seemed disappointed in our work. When communicating
with Five9, Signature Performance was always willing to defend us and help give the extra
pushes needed to expedite communications and get our team where we needed to be.
Signature Performance’s project this year was an amazing fit for Design Studio this year. It
provided a great opportunity to work and learn about audio engineering, security, machine
learning, software architecture, and app development. In the best possible way, there was always
something to do even with a well-managed scope. Most importantly, our project this year had an
amazing vision with tangible real-world value and applications for customers that aren’t typically
serviced by Design Studio projects. The project vision was definitely a motivating and attracting
force for the individual members of the team from before the project even started through the
very end.
To a Design Studio team next year, I would first and foremost advise that they negotiate their
scope with their sponsor to properly set expectations and account for risk at the very beginning
of the year instead of throughout. This was one of the primary forces that made our team so
successful this year as we encountered roadblocks. It allowed us to communicate our problems
safely with our sponsor without having to break promises and cut things out of scope. I would
also advise students to try and pick sponsors that truly care about the project and will work
alongside the students. Having a hands-on sponsor like Signature kept us on our toes and made
us care a lot more about the work we were doing and kept us motivated. Finally, I would advise
people to pick teams where they get along with all of the members. Having a strong bond with
your teammates leads to a better level of understanding, cooperation, and communication within
the team. On a similar note, don’t pick a team with your best friends. You want to be with people
who you know will get work done and you want to be able to have hard conversations that won’t
carry with you outside of team time.
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